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ABSTRACT 1 

 2 

Visual agnosia is a neuropsychological impairment of visual object recognition 3 

despite near-normal acuity and visual fields. A century of research has provided only a 4 

rudimentary account of the functional damage underlying this deficit. We find that the 5 

object-recognition ability of agnosic patients viewing an object directly is like that of 6 

normally-sighted observers viewing it indirectly, with peripheral vision. Thus, agnosic 7 

vision is like peripheral vision. We obtained 14 visual-object-recognition tests that are 8 

commonly used for diagnosis of visual agnosia. Our “standard” normal observer took 9 

these tests at various eccentricities in his periphery. Analyzing the published data of 32 10 

apperceptive agnosia patients and a group of 14 Posterior Cortical Atrophy (PCA) 11 

patients on these tests, we find that each patient’s pattern of object recognition deficits is 12 

well characterized by one number, the equivalent eccentricity at which our standard 13 

observer’s peripheral vision is like the central vision of the agnosic patient. In other 14 

words, each agnosic patient’s equivalent eccentricity is conserved across tests. Across 15 

patients, equivalent eccentricity ranges from 4 to 40 deg, which rates severity of the 16 

visual deficit.  17 

In normal peripheral vision, the required size to perceive a simple image (e.g. an 18 

isolated letter) is limited by acuity, and that for a complex image (e.g. a face or a word) is 19 

limited by crowding. In crowding, adjacent simple objects appear unrecognizably 20 

jumbled unless their spacing exceeds the crowding distance, which grows linearly with 21 

eccentricity. Besides conservation of equivalent eccentricity across object-recognition 22 

tests, we also find conservation, from eccentricity to agnosia, of the relative susceptibility 23 

of recognition of ten visual tests. These findings show that agnosic vision is like eccentric 24 

vision. 25 

Whence crowding? Peripheral vision, strabismic amblyopia, and possibly 26 

apperceptive agnosia are all limited by crowding, making it urgent to know what drives 27 

crowding. Acuity does not (Song et al., 2014), but neural density might: neurons per deg2 28 

in the crowding-relevant cortical area. 29 

 30 
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1. INTRODUCTION  31 

 32 

Visual apperceptive agnosia 33 

Visual agnosia is a neuropsychological disorder characterized by the inability to 34 

recognize familiar objects. Visual agnosia patients are generally unable to recognize 35 

visually presented objects, but they can successfully name the object on the basis of 36 

tactile exploration and they correctly describe the object’s function from its name. Such 37 

impairment must be distinguished from early sensory deficits (e.g. low visual acuity or 38 

contrast sensitivity), oculomotor disturbances, attentional deficits, aphasic syndromes, 39 

and mental deterioration (Farah, 1990; De Renzi, 1996). It is remarkable that these 40 

patients can recognize a tiny letter when tested for acuity, yet cannot recognize everyday 41 

objects. 42 

The nature of visual agnosia is debated, and patients within this gross category are 43 

diverse. For a recent review, see Behrmann & Nishimura (2010). Neuropsychological 44 

studies of brain-damaged patients have found selective deficits for words (pure alexia), 45 

objects (pure visual object agnosia), and faces (prosopagnosia) (Farah 2004). The 46 

inhomogeneity of the visual agnosic population reported in the literature may reflect the 47 

various neural sites of the lesion and the varying degree of neural damage (Adler, 1944; 48 

Benson and Greenberg, 1969; Campion and Latto, 1985; Milner et al., 1991; Vecera and 49 

Behrmann, 1997; Behrmann & Nishimura, 2010). The classical description (Lissauer, 50 

1890/1988) distinguishes “apperceptive” agnosia, which is a perceptual processing 51 

deficit, from “associative” agnosia, which is a deficit either in semantic knowledge of 52 

visual objects or in accessing that knowledge. Associative agnosia patients have trouble 53 

recognizing a variety of visually presented objects, despite their intact visual perception, 54 

which is usually demonstrated by having the patients copy objects that they cannot 55 

recognize. Patients that show highly selective impairment of one object category (i.e., 56 

pure alexia, pure visual object agnosia, and prosopagnosia) are classically said to have an 57 

associative deficit (Farah, 2004). We will consider the debate about category-specific 58 

deficits in visual agnosia in the Discussion section. Putting associative deficits aside, here 59 

we focus on apperceptive agnosia. Loosely, “apperceptive” refers to sensation without 60 

perception, marked by detection without recognition. The apperceptive deficit comprises 61 
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a broad range of symptoms. Several authors have proposed a detailed taxonomy of visual 62 

apperceptive agnosia, differentiating it into: shape/form agnosia (Efron, 1968; Milner et 63 

al., 1991; Riddoch et al., 2008), integrative agnosia (Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987), 64 

transformational agnosia (Warrington, 1985; Humphreys & Riddoch, 1987), and 65 

perceptual categorization deficit (Farah, 2004). The deficits range from severe — in 66 

patients who cannot even discriminate simple geometric shapes (shape agnosia) — to 67 

mild — in patients who seem unimpaired in their daily lives, but who fail, at the clinic, to 68 

recognize familiar objects in photographs taken from unusual perspectives 69 

(transformational agnosia). Between these two extremes, there is a wide intermediate 70 

range of deficit that is sometimes called “integrative agnosia” (Riddoch and Humphreys, 71 

1987). Here, we apply the term apperceptive agnosia to this broad category of patients 72 

with an intermediate degree of deficit. These patients with visual agnosia are profoundly 73 

impaired in object recognition, face recognition, word recognition, and reading. They 74 

may show signs of achromatopsia and topographical agnosia as well. They do recognize 75 

an isolated letter. They typically perform better with real objects than with drawings and 76 

photographs, but only if the objects are presented in isolation or in motion. This 77 

syndrome is usually associated with either bilateral occipito-temporal lesions or unilateral 78 

right occipito-temporal lesion sparing striate cortex and parietal areas (Humphreys, 79 

1999).  80 

Popularized by Oliver Sacks (1998) in “The man who mistook his wife for a hat,” 81 

apperceptive agnosia has long attracted keen interest for the investigation of integration 82 

in object recognition and how we produce a single coherent percept (Lissauer, 1890; 83 

Riddoch and Humphreys, 1987; Behrmann and Kimchi, 2003). Despite severely impaired 84 

visual recognition of the object, these patients can verbally describe what they perceive, 85 

though their descriptions are often piecemeal. When presented with a drawing of a 86 

paintbrush, HJA (one of the most famous and well-studied cases of visual agnosia) said, 87 

“it appears to be two things close together; a longish wooden stick and a shorter, darker 88 

object, though this can’t be right or you would have told me.” (Riddoch and Humphreys, 89 

1987, p. 60).  90 

Despite detailed descriptions of individual patients spanning the whole range of 91 

symptoms associated with this syndrome, there is still no comprehensive account. 92 
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According to Riddoch and Humphreys (1987), apperceptive agnosia is an “integration 93 

deficit”: The patients can process local visual elements but cannot integrate them into a 94 

whole. However, contrary to this generalization, some apperceptive agnosia patients 95 

perform better with silhouettes than with drawings (Humphreys, Riddoch and Quinlan, 96 

1985; Lê et al., 2002), which presumably requires some integration (Humphreys, 1999). 97 

On the other hand, these patients are still impaired in recognizing a single part of a 98 

complex object. For instance, they are slower than normally-sighted observers in 99 

processing a “local” letter embedded in “global” letter (Navon, 1977; Behrmann and 100 

Kimchi, 2003). The interplay between impairments of recognition of single parts and 101 

complex objects remains mysterious. 102 

Apperceptive agnosia severely impairs vision yet spares acuity and visual fields. 103 

Patients with visual agnosia can recognize small simple shapes (e.g. a letter) when 104 

presented in isolation. Most visual impairments (e.g. macular degeneration or 105 

anisometropic amblyopia) restrict visual field or acuity, and are well characterized by 106 

those restrictions. However, there are several conditions, like apperceptive agnosia, that 107 

impair central vision while sparing acuity and fields. We focus on perceptual deficits 108 

(hence apperceptive agnosia), putting aside high-level attentional deficits such as neglect 109 

and simultanagnosia (and associative agnosias). The perceptual deficits of central vision 110 

that spare acuity include: apperceptive agnosia, achromatopsia (color 111 

agnosia), akinetopsia (motion blindness), dysmetropsia (failure of size constancy), 112 

transformational agnosia (inability to recognize objects seen from an unusual 113 

perspective), and depth perception deficits. Among them, only apperceptive agnosia 114 

specifically impairs recognition of complex shapes. 115 

Here, we provide evidence towards a simple unified account of apperceptive agnosia. 116 

We show that apperceptive agnosia is like peripheral vision, which is limited by visual 117 

crowding. 118 

 119 

Visual crowding 120 

Visual crowding is the failure to identify a simple object (like a letter) because of 121 

surrounding clutter. When the clutter closely surrounds the target object, the features of 122 

the target and clutter mingle together, producing a jumble that is hard to identify. 123 
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Recognition is wrecked, but detection is unscathed. This perceptual phenomenon was 124 

reported first in the foveal vision of amblyopes, and then in normal peripheral vision 125 

(Korte, 1923; Irvine, 1945). It was later dubbed “crowding” (Ehlers,1953; Stuart and 126 

Burian, 1962). In strabismic amblyopia, the acuity size for identifying a foveal letter is 127 

raised ten-fold when other letters surround the target (Levi, Song, & Pelli, 2007). In the 128 

normal fovea, crowding is usually negligible, occurring only when clutter is within a few 129 

minutes of arc (Flom, Heath, & Takahaski, 1963; Latham, & Whitaker, 1996; Liu & 130 

Arditi, 2000; Pelli et al., 2016). Crowding severely limits peripheral vision (Levi et al., 131 

2007; Song, Levi & Pelli, 2014).  132 

Crowding is usually characterized by its extent, the crowding distance (or “critical 133 

spacing”), defined as the minimum distance, center-to-center, between a simple target and 134 

a neighboring clutter object, beyond which the clutter is innocuous. Crowding distance 135 

grows linearly with eccentricity (angular distance from the point of fixation). This 136 

“Bouma law” holds for most objects and tasks (Bouma 1970; Toet and Levi, 1992; 137 

Martelli et al., 2005; Pelli & Tillman, 2008; Pelli et al., 2007; Pelli et al., 2004; Whitney 138 

& Levi, 2011), though crowding distance may be reduced somewhat through familiarity 139 

(Grainger et al., 2010; Chung, 2007). Thus, as eccentricity is increased from zero (at 140 

fixation) to 60 degrees, crowding distance increases from 0.05 to 18 degrees, nearly 141 

400:1 (Eq. 2). The wide range of crowding in the normal periphery has allowed extensive 142 

study. (For reviews, see Whitney & Levi, 2011; Levi, 2008; Pelli & Tillman, 2008; Pelli, 143 

Palomares, & Majaj, 2004.)  144 

The crowding distance distinguishes crowding from ordinary “overlap” masking. In 145 

overlap masking, the flanker and target overlap (or are nearly contiguous), and the 146 

flanker-to-target center-to-center spacing needed for identification depends on stimulus 147 

size and not on eccentricity, whereas the crowding distance depends on stimulus 148 

eccentricity and not on size (Pelli et al., 2004). Overlap masking makes the target 149 

unrecognizable and invisible, presumably because the detector in the primary visual 150 

cortex also responds to the flankers (Pelli et al., 2004; Thomas, 1985; Legge & Foley, 151 

1980). The target is also unrecognizable in crowding (and agnosia), but remains visible. 152 

Crowding combines detected features over an inappropriately large area, producing a 153 

jumbled percept. Models of crowding suppose pooling or source confusion (Levi, 2008; 154 
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Nandy & Tjan, 2007; Chung et al., 2007; Martelli, Majaj, & Pelli, 2005; Parkes et al., 155 

2001; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). 156 

Crowding is typically manifest in one of two ways, depending on the complexity of 157 

the target. A simple target, like a Roman letter A-Z, is only crowded if other objects are 158 

nearby, within the crowding distance. Alternatively, in a complex target with several 159 

parts, like a word, the parts (letters) can crowd each other (Rosen et al., 2014). This is 160 

self-crowding. The crowding distance of the elements (e.g. letters) is the same. There is 161 

not yet an independent definition for what constitutes a “part”, other than the self-162 

crowding test. But, so far, all parts have turned out to have familiar names. Thus, Martelli 163 

et al. (2005) found that a face is complex, like a word, and consists of facial features — 164 

eyes, nose, and mouth — that must be at least the crowding distance apart for the face to 165 

be recognized. Consequently, in the periphery, a shrunken target remains identifiable only 166 

if it is simple, like a letter or a facial feature, while a complex target, like a word or a 167 

face, can only be identified if it is huge, large enough so that its parts do not crowd each 168 

other. Thus, for an isolated object in the periphery, the minimum size required for 169 

identification is determined by visual acuity if it is simple, and by crowding if it is 170 

complex (Pelli et al., 2004). In sum, the crowding phenomenon is a severe and distinctive 171 

impairment of recognition.  172 

Two research groups have reported crowding in neuropsychological patients. Price 173 

and Humphreys (1995) reported that two alexic patients identified letters in a string more 174 

accurately when they were widely spaced, and this effect was most pronounced for the 175 

central letters in the string. Using Bouma’s (1970) terminology, they called this crowding 176 

effect an abnormally strong “flanker interference” in letter identification. Crutch and 177 

Warrington (2007; 2009) found that the reading deficits of two patients with bilateral 178 

posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) could be attributed to crowding: Letter identification 179 

accuracy decreased in the presence of flankers, more so with greater flanker proximity, 180 

independent of target or flanker size. After our initial submission of this manuscript, 181 

Crutch and co-authors reported crowding tests and brain imaging for 26 PCA patients 182 

(Yong, Shakespeare, Cash, Henley, Nicholas, Ridgway, Golden, Warrington, Carton, 183 

Kaski, Schott, Warren, Crutch, 2014). Again, they found crowding: The PCA patients 184 

were less accurate and slower to identify targets between flankers when the flankers were 185 
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nearer, and this effect was correlated with lower grey matter volume. The two Crutch and 186 

Warrington patients are included in our sample, but the Yong et al. (2014) paper was 187 

published too late to be included. 188 

 189 

The crowding conjecture for apperceptive agnosia 190 

Crowding is an important well-studied operationally-defined psychophysical 191 

phenomenon. Establishing that a visual impairment is “crowding” classifies it as this 192 

well-known perceptual phenomenon. Here we link apperceptive agnosia and crowding, 193 

and we anticipate that this link will prove useful in elucidating both. Specifically, we 194 

conjecture that the deficit in agnosic central vision is like the crowding at some 195 

eccentricity in normal peripheral vision. It predicts that the agnosic patient sees a simple 196 

display, e.g. an isolated letter, normally, but has impaired vision of complex displays, like 197 

a normally-sighted observer viewing peripherally (Fig. 1), and recognition is limited by 198 

the spacing of the simple objects that make up the complex display. Towards our goal of 199 

showing the similarity of agnosic and peripheral vision, we begin by allowing our readers 200 

to compare their peripheral impressions with verbal reports from agnosic patients. We 201 

hope this will make our proposal clear, and set the stage for the formal tests described in 202 

Methods and Results. 203 

A hint of this idea emerges in Humphreys & Riddoch’s (1987, p. 78) description of 204 

the perceptual world of HJA as, “composed of rather gross descriptions of objects — the 205 

kinds of descriptions we might make if we glimpsed objects from the corner of an eye.” 206 

Moreover, in crowding, a normally-sighted observer can report something of what he 207 

sees peripherally, even if he cannot identify it. In crowding, the target is visible but 208 

jumbled. In line with this phenomenology, the agnosia patient FWT said that everything 209 

seemed to “run together” (Shelton, Bowers, Duara & Heilman, 1994). Gordon (1968) 210 

describes the recognition abilities of a child with early-acquired visual agnosia, “although 211 

he can recognize pictures of objects if presented singly, he cannot always identify the 212 

same objects if several pictures are presented on the same card.” Similarly, HJA reported 213 

that, in ordinary life, he found it much harder to recognize objects close to each other: 214 

“For instance, eating at a buffet or a self-service restaurant is extremely difficult. I can 215 
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recognize many food items seen individually. They somehow seem hard to separate en 216 

masse” (Humphreys & Riddoch, 1987, p. 33). 217 

Figure 1 allows you to compare your perceptual experience of peripherally seen 218 

objects with the patients’ descriptions. While looking directly at the object, the patient’s 219 

mistaken name is absurd, but the same name seems appropriate when the object is viewed 220 

peripherally while fixating the name. We conjecture that agnosic vision is like peripheral 221 

vision, and thus that the agnosic deficit is like crowding.  222 

 223 

***************** INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE ****** ***********  224 

 225 

Copying a drawing has long been important in the neuropsychological assessment of 226 

visual agnosia. Figure 2 shows the standard Rey complex figure on the left and a copy on 227 

the right, made by an apperceptive agnosia patient (Rey, 1941; Lê et al. 2002). The 228 

patient was simply asked to copy, with unrestricted viewing. As a preliminary test of our 229 

conjecture that agnosic central vision is like normal peripheral vision, we also asked a 230 

normally-sighted observer to copy the same original but using only peripheral vision. 231 

While fixating steadily on the central fixation mark, “B”, the observer was asked to 232 

examine the original on the left, out of the corner of his eye, and to draw a copy on the 233 

right, all while maintaining fixation. Note that drawings A and B are similarly poor: The 234 

general object shape is preserved, and most details are present, but they are misplaced. 235 

These observers, with agnosic and normal vision, are not practiced artists, but their copies 236 

are limited more by perception than by motor skill. We can better assess how well they 237 

reproduced appearance by arranging to see the drawings as they did. In the case of the 238 

peripherally-viewing normal observer, you should fixate the letter B, between the two 239 

diagrams. While fixating the B, notice that the left and right diagrams are very similar, 240 

which shows that the normal observer did a good job of producing a perceptual match. 241 

The conjecture of this paper is that central agnosia is like peripheral crowding, so we 242 

provide a fixation point (A) that places the agnosic patient’s copy in your right peripheral 243 

visual field. We have set the eccentricity to make your peripheral vision equivalent to the 244 

agnosic’s central vision. The original diagram appears to the left of fixation at the same 245 

eccentricity. Again, when you now fixate on the A, you will find that the copy, seen 246 
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peripherally, looks much like the original, also seen peripherally. We hope these informal 247 

demonstrations help you see that agnosia might be like your peripheral vision. Evidence 248 

is coming, in Results. 249 

 250 

***************** INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE ****** ***********  251 

 252 

For comparison, Fig. 3 shows a copy made by an apraxic patient. It is very different 253 

from the peripheral and agnosic copies. Some details are preserved, but the overall shape 254 

is wrong. 255 

 256 

***************** INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE ****** *********** 257 

 258 

We conjecture that the agnosic patient directly viewing a complex display behaves 259 

like a normally-sighted observer viewing it peripherally. In both cases, according to our 260 

crowding conjecture, recognition is limited by the spacing of the simple objects making 261 

up the complex display. To test our conjecture, we took 14 screening tests from widely 262 

used batteries for the assessment of agnosic deficits. We presented them to the peripheral 263 

vision of a normally-sighted “standard” observer, at several eccentricities, ranging from 0 264 

to 20 deg, and graphed performance as a function of eccentricity (Fig. 5a in Results).  265 

This graph is a bit like a Rosetta stone, in the sense that it translates performance on 266 

various tests to one, the “equivalent eccentricity” in the normal vision of our standard 267 

observer, PMS. We then compared the peripheral performance accuracy of the standard 268 

observer with the previously reported individual accuracies of 32 agnosic patients and a 269 

group of 14 PCA patients with agnosic deficits, all selected from the literature. Each test 270 

for agnosia has its own scoring. We show that it can be helpful to convert each raw 271 

performance score to another number, the “equivalent eccentricity” of the patient’s 272 

performance. Equivalent eccentricity φeq for a particular patient and task is the 273 

eccentricity φ at which our standard observer performs the task equally well as the 274 

patient. 275 

For use in later sections, note that, in normal vision, letter acuity size A and the 276 

crowding distance Scrowding both grow linearly with eccentricity φ, 277 
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A = 0.029 (φ + 2.72 deg),      (1) 278 
 279 
Scrowding = 0.3 (φ + 0.17 deg),      (2)  280 

 281 
and letter recognition is bounded by both limits (Song et al. 2014). The 0.17 deg offset in 282 

Eq. 2 has been updated in light of recent foveal measurements by Pelli et al. (2016) 283 

 284 

 285 

286 
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2. METHODS 287 

 288 

Overview 289 

We took 14 widely used clinical tests from the neuropsychological batteries used for 290 

agnosic screening, and administered them to our normally-sighted “standard” observer at 291 

each of five eccentricities (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 deg). For each test, this yielded a graph of 292 

normal accuracy as a function of eccentricity, to which we fit a line, by least squares. 293 

Three of the tests are simple displays, which are immune to crowding. They use large 294 

symbols, within the acuity limit, so performance is independent of eccentricity (slope 295 

zero in Fig. 5a and Table 2 in Results). Single-letter acuity worsens with eccentricity, 296 

even though it is immune to crowding (Fig. 5a). The rest of the tests are complex 297 

displays, which are susceptible to crowding, and performance depends on eccentricity 298 

(nonzero slope in Fig. 5a and Table 2). For each eccentricity-dependent test, the line 299 

assigns an equivalent eccentricity to each level of performance. We used those lines, 300 

based on the standard observer’s performance, to transform all the patients’ data. For each 301 

patient, for each eccentricity-dependent test, we converted the test score to an equivalent 302 

eccentricity. 303 

According to our crowding conjecture, objects and tasks that are immune to crowding 304 

will be spared by apperceptive agnosia. Tasks and objects that are immune to crowding 305 

include detection of any shape, judging orientation of horizontal vs. vertical lines, 306 

recognition of an isolated letter or digit, and single-letter identification and acuity (Pelli et 307 

al., 2004). On the other hand, for crowding-susceptible complex displays, the degree of 308 

impairment for each apperceptive agnosia patient should be fully predicted, for all tasks, 309 

by the performance of our standard observer at some equivalent eccentricity. 310 

 311 

Participants: Literature search and inclusion criteria 312 

3763 papers published between 1900 and 2013 were found by searching the PubMed 313 

and Google Scholar databases for visual agnosia using the keywords listed in Fig. 4, and 314 

checking the reference lists of the identified papers. This included some papers on 315 
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Posterior Cortical Atrophy (PCA) patients who show a perceptual deficit identified as 316 

apperceptive agnosia (McMonagle, Deering, Berliner, Kertesz, 2006). [The Yong et al. 317 

(2014) study of 26 PCA patients appeared too late to be included in our sample.] On the 318 

basis of the title and abstract, papers describing cases of associative agnosia or 319 

associative prosopagnosia were excluded, as well as case descriptions of Klüver-Bucy 320 

syndrome and Alzheimer patients with semantic deficits, and further papers reporting the 321 

same case. This yielded 58 papers, which were fully assessed. 34 papers were excluded 322 

from further investigation because either 1) no data were reported on standard agnosia 323 

tests, or 2) the reported visual acuity indicated a deep impairment. The 24 papers 324 

included in the meta-analysis are listed in Table 1. 15 patients from these studies were 325 

excluded: 14 from the study of Lehmann et al (2011) because of deeply impaired acuity; 326 

and 1 patient (JJ) from the study of Mannan et al. (2009) for having symptoms related to 327 

simultanagnosia1. Figure 4 presents a flowchart of the patient selection process. 328 

 329 

***************** INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE ****** *********** 330 

 331 

Each candidate patient was included only if he or she met all three of the following 332 

criteria: 333 

1. Patient preserves elementary visual abilities. Patients with visual fields defects, and or 334 

those not able to solve a shape-detection task (e.g., the VOSP screening test, see below 335 

for a description) were not included in the analysis.  336 

                                                 
1 “Simultanagnosia” (Wolpert, 1924; Farah, 2004) is frequently associated with the Balint-Holmes 

syndrome (Balint, 1909/1995). Simultanagnosia patients have few signs of visual agnosia. Like 

apperceptive agnosic patients, their visual acuity is usually normal, and they fail to recognize a complex 

display as whole. However, unlike apperceptive agnosia patients, simultanagnosia patients do recognize 

single parts of a complex display, and have a complementary spectrum of symptoms, which may reflect the 

different computational functions of the dorsal visual areas (Mishkin, Ungerleider and Macko, 1983; 

Milner and Goodale, 1995). In the Navon local/global test, these patients tend to fail to recognize the global 

letter but succeed in recognizing the small local letter (Shalev et al., 2005; Mevorach et al., 2014). 

Simultanagnosia is associated with a deficit in the disengagement of attention from the objects (Farah, 

1990; Coslett and Saffran, 1991), a general reduction in speed of visual processing (Luria, 1959; Balint, 

1909/1995), and a deficit in combining space and object information (Coslett and Lie, 2008). 
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2. Patient’s visual recognition is poor enough to impair everyday life activities. In some 337 

patients, the deficit is confined to the recognition of objects drawn or photographed from 338 

an unusual perspective. Such patients are classified as “transformational agnosic” 339 

(Humphreys & Riddoch, 1987; Warrington, 1985). Their impairment has been interpreted 340 

as a categorization deficit (Farah, 2004), or as a perceptual transformation inability 341 

(Warrington and James, 1988; Warrington and Taylor, 1973). Warrington (1985) locates 342 

this agnosic deficit high in the perceptual hierarchy, suggesting that it impairs the 343 

perceptual computation used to transform the visual input, occluded or seen from an 344 

unusual perspective, to its prototypical form stored in memory. In any case, interpretation 345 

of that deficit goes beyond our scope here. 346 

3. The patient’s accuracy is reported for at least one standardized agnosia test that uses a 347 

complex display. We included those patients who have been tested in at least one simple-348 

display agnosia test (visual detection, single geometric shape, and single letter) and at 349 

least one complex-display agnosia test: single-drawing identification, double-drawing 350 

identification, double-letter identification, triple-letter identification, crowding test with 351 

similar/dissimilar flankers, triple-geometric shape identification, and cube analysis.  352 

We excluded simultanagnosia from our sample because it is unlike visual agnosia and 353 

seems to be an attentional rather than a perceptual deficit (Coslett and Saffran, 1991). 354 

Simultanagnosia patients recognize single parts of a complex display, but fail to 355 

recognize the whole. Moreover, patients with simultanagnosia can recognize single 356 

complex objects (e.g. a word), if presented in isolation, and in such testing their shape 357 

perception is intact.  358 

This process yielded 24 papers, reporting 46 patients: 32 individual patients and a 359 

group of 14 PCA (Posterior Cortical Atrophy) patients (Table 1). Within this harvest of 360 

the apperceptive agnosia literature, 10 individual patients and the PCA group each took 361 

multiple tests using complex displays. More specifically, 22 patients took one simple and 362 

one complex test; 6 individual patients and the PCA group took one simple and two 363 

complex tests; and 4 patients took one simple and three complex tests. 364 

The neurologically intact standard observer (PMS) was selected to have the same 365 

level of education (eighteen years) and age as HJA (one of the most-tested visual agnosic 366 

patients) at the time of testing. PMS was 61 years old, had no important ophthalmological 367 
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history at the time of testing, having mild myopia with visual acuity corrected to normal. 368 

As far as we know, normal adult vision would have sufficed to get our results. Three of 369 

the tests administered to PMS were also presented to 8 normally sighted university 370 

students of the Psychology Department at the University of Rome La Sapienza (mean age 371 

26.5 years; 6 male and 2 female). 372 

 373 
Table 1. The 32 individual patients and the group of 14 Posterior Cortical Atrophy (PCA) 374 

patients taken from the literature, as explained in Methods: Participants. For each patient 375 

(and the PCA group), the equivalent eccentricity column specifies the patient’s (or 376 

group’s) mean equivalent eccentricity for complex displays, from Fig. 6. 377 

 378 
 379 

***************** INSERT TABLE 1 HERE ************* ****  380 

 381 

Stimuli 382 

We selected 14 tests for the assessment of agnosic deficit, plus an acuity test, for a total of 383 

15. We administered the following 10 visual tests taken from two widely used screening 384 

batteries (VOSP and BORB) and four additional object recognition tests to the standard 385 

observer: VOSP (visual detection test, cube analysis, and incomplete letter), BORB 386 

(single-, double- and triple-letter identification, single- and triple-geometric shape 387 

identification and single- and double-object identification), figure identification (from 388 

Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980, and from The Boston Naming Test, Goodglass et al., 389 

1983) and two tests with similar and dissimilar flankers (from Mendez et al., 2007). 390 

When double or triple items were presented (BORB double objects and triple shapes), we 391 

asked the normally-sighted observer to identify all items, and we counted the response as 392 

correct only if all the items were correctly reported, regardless of order.  393 

The selected images were scanned. For each trial, one image was presented in the 394 

center of the screen. Two classes of stimuli were used: simple and complex. The simple 395 

images (and associated task) are immune to crowding. The complex images (and 396 

associated tasks) are susceptible to crowding. Each simple image is a single uppercase 397 

letter, a geometric shape, or a simple figure. Each simple image subtended 4.5 deg 398 

horizontally and vertically. Each complex image consisted of two or three simple objects 399 
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side by side (e.g. triple-letter identification). Each double image subtended 9 deg 400 

horizontally, and each triple image subtended 13.5 deg horizontally.  401 

 402 

Acuity  403 

—— Acuity  404 

[Each test name is followed by the symbol used to represent it in the figures.] 405 

Measured acuity depends on details of the test and procedure. In standard clinical testing 406 

of neuropsychological patients, “normal” acuity corresponds to a Minimum Angle of 407 

Resolution (MAR) M of 1 minute of arc, which is the highest acuity tested. They do not 408 

test smaller letters. Acuity letter size A, in deg, is proportional to the MAR, which is in 409 

minutes of arc,  410 

A/deg = (5/60) M/minarc.        (3) 411 

Normal acuity size grows linearly with eccentricity (Eq. 1), which we solve for 412 

eccentricity, to obtain a formula that converts acuity to equivalent eccentricity for acuity,  413 

,   (if limited by acuity)   (4) 414 

where A is letter acuity size. The nominally normal acuity of 1 minarc MAR (i.e. A =  415 

0.0833 deg) has an equivalent eccentricity of 0.15 deg. Patient MAR acuities ranged from 416 

1 to 4 minarc, so, by Eq. 4, their equivalent eccentricities for acuity ranged from 0.15 to 417 

8.8 deg. 418 

 419 

Three simple crowding-immune tests  420 

 421 

Shape detection screening test:  VOSP visual detection  422 

Our VOSP visual detection test is the shape-detection screening test in the Visual Object 423 

and Space Perception (VOSP) battery (Warrington and James, 1991), which evolved from 424 

the form test (figure-ground discrimination) of Warrington and Taylor (1973). The task 425 

was to detect (yes/no) whether an X is present in a field of binary noise, 50% white and 426 

50% black. If present, the region of the X had a higher proportion of white than black. 427 

The X was present in half of the 20 trials. The standard observer was presented with the 428 

set of 20 trials for each eccentricity tested, and was asked to detect the presence of the X. 429 

ϕeq=A 0.029-2.72 deg
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As specified by the authors of the test, texture density was not considered in the response 430 

scoring. 431 

 432 

Identification:  BORB single shape,  BORB single letter  433 

These two tests are part of the Birmingham Object Recognition Battery (BORB) 434 

(Riddoch & Humphreys, 1993). On each trial, the observer identified an object. In the 435 

BORB single shape task, there were 36 trials showing one out of seven different 436 

geometric shapes (circle, triangle, square, pentagon, hexagon, Greek cross, Greek cross 437 

rotated by 45°). In the BORB single letter task, there were 36 trials, each presenting one 438 

out of 12 possible uppercase letters (A, C, D, G, H, L, J, M, R, S, U, and V).  439 

 440 

Eight complex crowding-susceptible tests 441 

 442 
 VOSP incomplete letter  443 

The VOSP incomplete letters task was developed by Warrington and James (1991) and 444 

was included in the VOSP. The observer was asked to identify an uppercase letter that has 445 

been “degraded” by omitting fragments. There were 21 uppercase letters (including a 446 

practice trial) degraded by 30% to 70%. Letter identity, ordered by increasing 447 

degradation, is: F, B, P, D, V, M, S, K, X, Y, H, C, Z, A, E, L, G, U, R, W, and N. At each 448 

eccentricity, as specified by the authors of the test, we presented one letter per trial, for 21 449 

trials, the first of which was practice, and scoring total accuracy on the non-practice trials 450 

regardless of degradation. 451 

 452 

Identification of single drawing:  BORB single object ,  Boston naming test ,  453 

Snodgrass & Vanderwart  454 

In these three tasks, the observer identified the drawing shown on each trial.  BORB 455 

single object, taken from BORB, had 40 drawings of everyday objects, animals, and 456 

plants. In the Boston Naming Test (BNT), there were 30 drawings of familiar objects (e.g. 457 

helicopter, octopus, comb) (Kaplan et al., 1983). Finally, the Snodgrass & Vanderwart 458 

(1980) test had 260 line drawings of everyday objects. The standard observer was 459 
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presented with the three tests in separate blocks for a total of 330 trials at each 460 

eccentricity.  461 

 462 

Double-letter identification:  BORB double letters 463 

Also from BORB, on each trial, the observer identified a pair of letters. There were 36 464 

trials. The two letters were each taken from the same set of possible letters used in the 465 

BORB single letter test. The observer was asked to identify both letters, and the response 466 

was scored as correct only if both letters were correctly named, in any order. 467 

 468 

Triple-letter identification:  BORB triple letters 469 

Also from the BORB, on each trial, the observer identified the three letters presented, in 470 

any order. There were 36 trials, and the three letters in each trial were selected to be 471 

always different. The response was scored as correct only if all three letters were 472 

correctly named, in any order. 473 

 474 

Letter strings:  Similar flanker,  Dissimilar flanker  475 

Mendez et al. (2007) used this test with patients affected by Posterior Cortical Atrophy. 476 

The task was to read the central letter of a letter triplet, ignoring the flankers. There were 477 

56 trials, in random order. On 28 trials, the flanking letters were similar to the central 478 

target letter (Similar flanker), and, on the other 28 trials, they were not similar to the 479 

target letter (Dissimilar flanker). Crowding studies have shown that similar flankers 480 

produce more crowding than dissimilar flankers do. 481 

 482 

Three more crowding-susceptible tests 483 

For future estimation of equivalent eccentricity in neuropsychological patients, Table 2 484 

also reports normal results on three more tests for which we did not find any patient 485 

results to present here. Since there is no patient data, these tests appear only in Table 2, 486 

not in any of the figures. 487 

 488 

Triple geometric shapes:  BORB triple shapes  489 
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Also from BORB, the observer was asked to identify three shapes. 36 trials each 490 

presented three different shapes sampled from a set of seven (circle, triangle, square, 491 

pentagon, hexagon, Greek cross, Greek cross rotated by 45°). The response was scored as 492 

correct only if all three shapes were correctly identified, in any order. 493 

 494 

Identification of double drawings:  BORB double objects  495 

Also from BORB, the observer was presented with two drawings, side by side, and asked 496 

to identify both. This test consisted of 40 double drawings of everyday objects, animals 497 

and plants. The response was correct only if both items were correctly identified, in any 498 

order.  499 

 500 

Cube analysis:  VOSP cube  501 

This test of visuo-spatial abilities is part of the VOSP battery (Warrington and James, 502 

1991). The observer was asked to say how many cubes were depicted in a line drawing. 503 

The observer performed 2 practice trials and 10 test trials.  504 

 505 

Apparatus and procedure 506 

Stimuli were presented on a LaCie 21-inch monitor driven by a Power Mac G5 507 

computer. The monitor was 57 cm in front of the observer’s eyes. The experiment was 508 

implemented in MATLAB software with the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions 509 

(http://psychtoolbox.org; Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). 510 

The monitor was directly in front of the seated standard observer (PMS), and the 511 

observer was asked to face the display, moving only his eyes to fixate the static black 512 

cross constantly present to the left of center of the display. The observer was asked to 513 

visually fixate the black cross constantly. While fixating, he was asked to identify an 514 

image that appeared in the center of the screen for 200 ms. The tests were conducted at 515 

five eccentricities, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 deg, by varying the distance of the black cross from 516 

the center of the screen. At 0 deg of eccentricity (direct view), the fixation mark 517 

disappeared 100 ms before stimulus onset. The responses were recorded by the 518 

experimenter using one button for correct and another for incorrect. Recording the 519 

response initiated the appearance of the next stimulus. Vocal responses supplied by the 520 
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observer were also audio-recorded for offline review after testing. The observer was 521 

encouraged to respond accurately and to describe the perceptual experience even in those 522 

cases in which he was not able to correctly identify the stimulus. PMS was also asked to 523 

describe verbally and copy stimuli seen in his periphery. PMS took part in eight 524 

experimental sessions of one hour each, over a three-month period.  525 

Eight more normal observers were tested in two different experiments on three tasks 526 

(Similar flanker, Dissimilar flanker, Single Letter, as defined above) in a single session 527 

with the same procedure used for PMS. The letter x-height was 5 deg. (This is negligibly 528 

larger than the 4.5 deg size used with PMS.) The target letter was presented in central 529 

vision, either alone, or between two flanker letters, which were either similar or 530 

dissimilar to the target letter. For one experiment, we measured accuracy as a function of 531 

eccentricity (0, 4, or 8 deg), to compare with PMS. For the other experiment, using 532 

central viewing, we measured accuracy for the three tasks as a function of blur (pillbox 533 

radius: 0, 1.41, 2.82, 3.52, 4.22 or 5.63 deg). Stimuli were blurred with the MATLAB 534 

function “fspecial”, using the disk option to specify the diameter the averaging filter 535 

(pillbox). Each of the 3×(6+3) conditions (no, similar, and dissimilar flanker; six degrees 536 

of blur; and 3 eccentricities) was tested for 20 trials, for a total of 540 trials in one long 537 

session. 538 

 539 

540 
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3. RESULTS 541 

 542 

We tested our conjecture that agnosic central vision is like normal peripheral vision. 543 

To that end, we compared performance accuracy of the eccentrically viewing standard 544 

observer with the previously reported central performance of 46 patients with visual 545 

agnosia (32 individuals and a group of 14 PCA patients, see Table 1).  546 

We have several layers to peel off in examining the results. First is the dichotomy 547 

between simple and complex displays. Simple displays are immune to crowding and 548 

show little or no effect of eccentricity, whereas complex displays are susceptible to 549 

crowding and are much harder to identify at greater eccentricity. This dichotomy is an 550 

important similarity between the phenomena of crowding and apperceptive agnosia: Both 551 

deficits spare identification of simple displays and impair identification of complex 552 

displays. Our strongest evidence for crowding is the stunning regularity of the complex-553 

display results. Apperceptive agnosia and crowding are similar to each other in how they 554 

affect the whole gamut of complex displays. As explained below, this regularity is 555 

manifest by finding that each patient conserves “equivalent eccentricity” across tasks. 556 

Furthermore, at the end of Results, comparing results from agnosia and eccentricity, we 557 

will find that the relative susceptibility of the tasks to crowding is conserved in agnosia.  558 

 559 

Comparing peripheral and agnosic vision 560 

Figure 5a plots the standard observer’s performance on each of the 14 different tests 561 

(each indicated by a different geometric symbol) as a function of eccentricity. Three tasks 562 

used simple displays (open symbols): visual detection (of X in texture), identification of 563 

single geometric shapes, and identification of single letters. Twelve tasks used complex 564 

displays (filled symbols): identification of an incomplete letter, identification of single 565 

and multiple drawings of objects, identification of two or three letters, and identification 566 

of a target letter in the presence of two nearby similar or dissimilar flankers, triple 567 

geometric shapes, and the cube test. Performance of large simple-display tasks was 568 

unaffected by eccentricity (open symbols) and performance of complex-display tasks 569 

dropped rapidly with eccentricity (filled symbols). In normal peripheral vision, complex 570 
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object recognition is limited by crowding, which grows with eccentricity, while 571 

perception of a large simple image is unaffected by eccentricity.  572 

In normally sighted observers, acuity size grows linearly with eccentricity (Eq. 1). In 573 

order to plot acuity on our 0 to 1 “performance” scale, and have it drop with eccentricity, 574 

we offset acuity size A to produce an “acuity index” pacuity, 575 

pacuity = 1.08 – A = 1 - 0.029φ,       (5) 576 

which is the dashed line in Fig. 5a. 577 

PMS’s copy of the Rey complex figure while viewing peripherally is much like the 578 

agnosic patient’s copy (Fig. 2). To evaluate the dependency of the Rey test score on 579 

viewing eccentricity, we asked 10 new observers to copy the Rey figure, each at just one 580 

eccentricity (3 observers at 0 deg, 3 and PMS at 11 deg, and 4 at 21 deg) to avoid 581 

contamination of our results by any learning of the Rey figure at another eccentricity. The 582 

scoring rules assign zero only when there is no attempt to copy, so our raw scores have a 583 

minimum of 1, and we normalize the log score log s by its highest possible value, log S, 584 

to produce a “copy index” pcopy that ranges from 0 to 1, 585 

,         (6) 586 

The drop in performance with eccentricity for copying the Rey figure (black disks in Fig. 587 

5a) is similar to those for recognition of complex displays. However, performance of this 588 

copying task is dominated by personal drawing ability, not perception, so we do not 589 

report equivalent eccentricities for copying. 590 

Figure 5b plots the published patients’ performance of the same 14 tests and acuity. 591 

The patients are sorted by mean accuracy on complex-display tasks. Each study’s first 592 

author and year are indicated beneath the horizontal axis. Each column of symbols 593 

represents an individual patient, except the first column, which represents the group of 594 

fourteen PCA patients reported by Mendez et al. (2007). The three (large) simple-display 595 

tasks (open symbols) were unaffected by eccentricity (Fig. 5a) and agnosia (Fig. 5b). 596 

Like the large simple-display tasks, acuity (Fig. 5b line symbol) is unaffected by agnosia. 597 

Performance of the twelve complex-display tasks (filled symbols) was severely impaired 598 

by increasing eccentricity in the standard observer (Fig. 5a), and showed low 599 

performance and considerable variability across patients (Fig. 5b). For each patient or 600 
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group of patients who did several complex-display tasks, the grey ellipse indicates the 601 

95% confidence interval about the mean score (Fig. 5b).  602 

 603 

***************** INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE ****** *********** 604 

 605 

Table 2 presents the slopes of the linear regression of performance vs. eccentricity (p 606 

vs. φ) for each task performed by the standard observer, PMS. The slopes m are used to 607 

calculate equivalent eccentricity (see below). For use in future studies, we list results for 608 

all the tests that PMS performed, including three that do not appear in Fig. 5b because 609 

none of the included patients took those tests.  610 

 611 

Table 2. Equivalent eccentricity conversion. The target in the complex-display (colored 612 

symbols) and simple-display tasks (open symbols) is big enough to not be limited by 613 

acuity. The complex (colored symbols) displays are limited by crowding, which is 614 

eccentricity dependent. The acuity test (line symbol) is limited by acuity, which is also 615 

eccentricity dependent. The simple-display tests (open symbols) are not affected by 616 

crowding or acuity limits and are independent of eccentricity. For each test, the table 617 

provides the slope m of the regression line  618 

p = 1 + mφ          (7) 619 

describing how the standard observer’s performance p drops with eccentricity φ in deg, 620 

where m is the slope in deg-1. For each task, the performance p is measured proportion 621 

correct, except for the acuity index pacuity (Eq. 5). Solving Eq. 7 for the equivalent 622 

eccentricity yields the conversion formula   623 

,         (8) 624 

using the value of m corresponding to the task for which p was measured. (For acuity, Eq. 625 

8 is equivalent to Eq. 4.) 626 

 627 
 628 
***************** INSERT TABLE 2 HERE ************* **** 629 

 630 
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In normally sighted observers, the crowding distance (the letter spacing needed to 631 

reach a criterion level of task performance) grows linearly with eccentricity, with a 632 

proportionality constant b that is related to the slope m of accuracy vs. eccentricity (Eq. 2 633 

sets b = 0.3). There is some variation of b across individuals (Toet and Levi, 1992).  634 

Normal variation. We measured the variability of m across normal individuals. We 635 

collected data on eight new normally-sighted observers on three of the tasks administered 636 

to PMS. We chose  Similar flanker and  Dissimilar flanker, which have very 637 

different slopes, and we included the corresponding no-flanker (  BORB single letter) 638 

condition. The regression lines (not shown) for proportion correct vs. eccentricity are 639 

good fits, with a median R2 of 0.87 (range 0.63 to 0.99) with flankers and 0.7 (range n.s. 640 

to 0.7) without flankers. The mean ± standard deviation, across observers, of the slope is -641 

0.08±0.01 for the similar-flanker and -0.03±0.01 for the dissimilar-flanker condition, a 642 

nearly threefold reduction, and nearly zero (-0.006 ± 0.003) for the no-flanker condition. 643 

The estimated slopes for observer PMS (-0.100 similar flanker; -0.022 dissimilar flanker, 644 

0.000 no flanker) lie within the range (not shown) of those of the new observers. 645 

Randomly selecting one of these normally-sighted observers to be the standard observer, 646 

to calculate equivalent eccentricity, would perturb the estimated equivalent eccentricities 647 

with a standard deviation of 33% (0.01/0.03) or less about the mean value. However, this 648 

paper is more concerned with the difference between tasks. The mean ± standard 649 

deviation across observers of the ratio of slope with similar-flanker over that for 650 

dissimilar-flanker is 2.7 ± 0.9. Thus the accuracy-vs.-eccentricity slope m varies little 651 

across observers (at most 33%) and hugely across tasks (270%). 652 

Crowding seems to be highly conserved across adult age. A recent study found no 653 

change in the crowding distance over the adult age range of 18 to 76 years (Astle, Blighe, 654 

Webb, & McGraw, 2014). This indicates that the standard eccentricity dependence 655 

documented in Table 2 is independent the standard observer’s age. Indeed, we found that 656 

the slopes for PMS, who was 61 years old, are similar to those of eight students in their 657 

twenties. 658 

PMS is our standard observer. The parameters of his vision (Table 2), allow raw 659 

performance scores on any of the 14 neuropsychological tests to be mapped into a 660 

standard scale: equivalent eccentricity of viewing by our standard observer PMS. This 661 
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standard scale makes it easy to compare across tests and patients, to determine whether a 662 

patient’s equivalent eccentricity is conserved across tests, and to compare the severity of 663 

agnosic deficit across patients.  664 

This use of a single human being to create a standard coordinate space for future 665 

studies of many people is in the same spirit as the popular use of Talairach coordinates, 666 

based on dissection of a single human brain, to indicate the location of brain structures 667 

(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). 668 

 669 

In visual agnosia, equivalent eccentricity is conserved and equivalent blur is not 670 

We used Eq. 7 and Table 2 to convert each test score to the equivalent eccentricity, 671 

i.e. the eccentricity at which the standard observer would perform that test as poorly as 672 

the directly-viewing patient. The crowding conjecture predicts that each patient has the 673 

same equivalent eccentricity on all tests, i.e. equivalent eccentricity is conserved. Thus, 674 

each patient’s deficit is entirely characterized by this number. Tests that are independent 675 

of eccentricity (slope zero in Table 2) are also unaffected by apperceptive agnosia. 676 

Figure 6 shows all the equivalent eccentricities for each patient. The equivalent 677 

eccentricity (vertical scale) indicates the severity of the agnosic deficit. In normal 678 

peripheral vision, crowding distance increases linearly with eccentricity, so larger 679 

equivalent eccentricity predicts larger crowding distance, i.e. a need for greater separation 680 

of target from clutter, in central agnosic vision.  681 

Figure 6 shows good conservation of equivalent eccentricity across tests. We have 682 

accuracy on at least two eccentricity-dependent tests for 10 individual patients and the 683 

group of PCA patients. For each patient, the wide range of raw performance in Fig. 5b 684 

corresponds to practically a single eccentricity in Fig. 6.  685 

In a pairwise comparison of all complex-display performances across tests, the 686 

correlation of proportion correct (r = 0.56, p < 0.01) is much weaker than that of 687 

equivalent eccentricity (r = 0.83, p < 0.0001). Across tests, the equivalent eccentricity is 688 

much more consistent than the raw performance score. Each patient’s equivalent 689 

eccentricity is conserved across tasks. 690 

Our finding that equivalent eccentricity is conserved across tests comes from the 691 

patients who took multiple complex-display tests: 10 individual patients and the PCA 692 
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group. Fig. 6 shows they are typical: The equivalent eccentricities of the patients with 693 

multiple tests are typical of the whole study sample. The mean ± SD equivalent 694 

eccentricity is 18 ± 9 deg for patients who took multiple, and 22 ± 9 deg for patients who 695 

took a single complex-display test. Thus there is no significant difference in the severity 696 

of the agnosia between the patients who took single vs. multiple tests. 697 

Is the crowding impairment independent of visual acuity? Visual acuity size, like the 698 

crowding distance, also increases linearly with eccentricity. Figure 6 shows visual acuity 699 

estimates reported for each patient converted to equivalent eccentricity (line symbols). 700 

The equivalent eccentricities for acuity are far better than those for all other tests and 701 

independent of the severity of the agnosia. The mean ± SD of equivalent eccentricity for 702 

acuity across 25 patients and the PCA group is 1.19 ± 1.31 deg. For two patients, FJ and 703 

MS, the corrected visual acuity is not reported numerically (Kiper et al., 2002), but the 704 

authors affirm that, “In both patients basic visual functions visual acuity, contrast 705 

sensitivity, color, form, motion perception are similarly preserved or modestly impaired.” 706 

 707 

***************** INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE ****** *********** 708 

 709 

Would any graded visual impairment produce the same result? J. A. Movshon 710 

(personal communication) and an anonymous reviewer wondered whether equivalent 711 

blur, like eccentricity, might also be conserved across tasks. That is worth checking, and 712 

the answer is no. We evaluated the performance decline of eight normal observers as a 713 

function of blur for three tasks (Similar flanker, Dissimilar flanker, and BORB single 714 

letter) that yielded a large range of accuracies for both PMS and the patients. Regression 715 

lines for accuracy vs. blur have a median R2 of 0.90 (range 0.62 to 0.99). Across the eight 716 

observers, for each task, the mean±SD slopes are: -0.18±0.02 for similar-flanker; -717 

0.21±0.02 for dissimilar-flanker; and -0.22±0.02 for single-letter. Thus, the three tasks, 718 

one simple and two complex, all have the same dependence on blur (no significant 719 

difference), though they depend very differently on eccentricity, for which the slope is 720 

zero for single-letter, small but nonzero for dissimilar-flanker, and large, 4.5 times larger, 721 

for similar-flanker (Table 2). Equivalent blur (i.e. the blur at which our normal-sighted 722 

observers would perform as poorly as the patients) calculated for the Mendez at al. 723 
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(2007) group shows a large difference across the complex-displays (equivalent blur: 724 

similar-flanker 2.28 deg; dissimilar-flanker 0.43 deg). Object recognition is 725 

multidimensional, so one cannot expect just any graded visual degradation to affect all 726 

tasks similarly. Unlike equivalent eccentricity, equivalent blur is not conserved across 727 

tests.  728 

Could the deficit in apperceptive agnosia be explained by another low-level visual 729 

phenomenon, other than crowding? In accounting for these data, we rule out acuity and 730 

blur as mediating factors in agnosic vision, because patients have normal acuity, and blur 731 

lacks the needed task-dependence. None of the many other well-known visual 732 

interference effects is compatible with the agnosic data. Internal noise might be higher in 733 

these brain-damaged patients, but it would affect simple and complex targets similarly, 734 

unlike the data. Masking and contour interaction depend on overlap and decrease rapidly 735 

when masker-target spacing is increased beyond contiguity, unlike these data. Song et al. 736 

(2014, Eq. 3) find that masking extends beyond the target a distance of only 1.4 times 737 

acuity. Neuropsychological tests for agnosia use large objects, and agnosic patients have 738 

near normal acuity, so the gap between target and flankers is a large multiple of acuity. 739 

Thus, the agnosic deficit with these targets cannot be due to masking. Of the well-known 740 

visual interference phenomena, only crowding matches the agnosic data. 741 

In sum, the patient’s equivalent eccentricity predicts his or her performance on 742 

every complex-display task. Complex-display tasks are limited by crowding, and simple-743 

display tasks are not.  744 

 745 

Another way to compare the effects of agnosia and eccentricity. 746 

Above, we found a linear relation between proportion correct and eccentricity 747 

(Eq. 7) for all the tests (Fig. 5a). Table 2 reports the slope m of each test, which is its 748 

(negative) susceptibility to eccentricity. We now show that one can similarly estimate 749 

each test’s susceptibility to agnosia. If agnosic is like eccentric vision in impairing test 750 

performance, then one would expect the tests to have the same relative susceptibilities to 751 

agnosia and eccentricity. Alternatively, if agnosia and eccentricity limit vision in different 752 

ways then we would expect the diverse test objects to have different patterns of 753 

sensitivity to agnosia and eccentricity. 754 
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TYPESETTER: Please note the use of left and right square bracket lower 755 
corners in Eqs. 9-12 and line 762. 756 

We can rewrite our eccentricity performance model (Eq. 7) as  757 

       (9) 758 

where P is proportion correct, t designates which test, φ is the eccentricity, st is 759 

susceptibility of test t (called “-m” in Eq. 7), ϕs  is the standard observer’s susceptibility 760 

at eccentricity φ, ϕε ,t  is the residual error of the model, and  is the floor 761 

function. We set ϕϕ =s , use our measured values of ( )ϕ,tP , and ask the Excel Solver 762 

Add-in to solve for the test susceptibilities st (for all ten tests) that minimize the mean 763 

square error plus a regularizer, 1,
2
, Rtt +>< ϕϕε . The fit is good, with RMS error 764 

( ) 5.0

,
2
, ϕϕε tt ><  = 0.033 fitting 41 data points ( )ϕ,tP  with 10 degrees of freedom. 765 

In the same spirit, our agnosia performance model is  766 

       (10) 767 

where sa is the susceptibility of agnosic observer a. We use the published values of P(t, a) 768 

and ask Excel to solve for the agnosic and the test susceptibilities sa and st that minimize 769 

the mean square error plus a regularizer, 2,
2
, Raa +>< ϕϕε . Again, the fit is good, with 770 

RMS error 0.026 fitting 87 data points ( )ϕ,tP  with 10-1+33 = 42 degrees of freedom. 771 

The regularizers R1 and R2 impose a minimum of 0.003 on the test susceptibilities, 772 

and set the mean test susceptibility <st> for the agnosic data to 0.025, which is the value 773 

found for the eccentric data. 774 

       (11) 775 

    (12) 776 

 777 

 Comparing the susceptibilities, estimated separately for agnosia and eccentricity, 778 

reveals that they are practically equal, with a correlation of 0.97 (Fig. 7). Thus the 779 

recognisability of these diverse test images is very similarly affected by agnosia and 780 

eccentricity. 781 

 782 

***************** INSERT FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE ****** *********** 783 
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4. DISCUSSION 784 

 785 

Despite over a century of research, there is no comprehensive account of visual 786 

apperceptive agnosia. This study evaluates the conjecture that central agnosic vision is 787 

like normal peripheral vision, and thus that the agnosic deficit is like crowding. The tests 788 

for object agnosia use complex displays that are susceptible to crowding. We measured 789 

the eccentricity-dependence of a standard observer’s performance of 14 tests commonly 790 

used for the diagnosis of visual agnosia, 10 of which were taken from two standard 791 

batteries, VOSP and BORB. For each test, our measurements on the standard observer 792 

assigned an equivalent eccentricity to each level of performance. Then, for each 793 

apperceptive agnosia patient, we used this mapping to convert each published 794 

performance score to its equivalent eccentricity. Equivalent eccentricity allows 795 

comparison of the deficit across all crowding-susceptible tasks. From the literature, we 796 

obtained the published scores on several standard agnosia tests by 10 individual patients 797 

and one group of PCA patients. For each patient, we found that all the crowding-798 

susceptible tests yielded approximately the same equivalent eccentricity. Thus equivalent 799 

eccentricity was conserved across tests. This shows that agnosic is like eccentric vision. 800 

Our results can be summarized by five findings: 1. a dichotomy between simple and 801 

complex displays, 2. the conservation across tasks of equivalent eccentricity, 3. 802 

conservation across tasks of crowding distance, 4. conservation, across eccentricity and 803 

agnosia, of the relative susceptibility of recognition of the many tests, and, 5. that 804 

crowding is not tightly linked to acuity. 805 

1. Simple vs. complex displays. Agnosic is like eccentric vision, and the object-806 

recognition deficit of agnosic patients is like peripheral crowding. Complex-display tasks 807 

are limited by crowding, and patients perform them poorly. Simple-display tasks are 808 

immune to crowding, and patients perform them well. In neurology clinics, acuity is 809 

usually tested with a simple one-letter display, which is immune to crowding, and is near 810 

normal in the patients. 811 

2. Conservation, across tests, of equivalent eccentricity. Normally-sighted 812 

performance drops with eccentricity at a different rate for each task, so, for any poor 813 

score at a given task by a patient viewing directly, there is a larger equivalent eccentricity 814 
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at which our normally-sighted observer would attain the same score. This becomes 815 

increasingly interesting when the patient has taken multiple tests, so our literature survey 816 

sought to find them all. Our key finding is that, when a patient’s scores on several tests 817 

are converted to equivalent eccentricities, they agree: Equivalent eccentricity is 818 

conserved across tasks. This is remarkable in light of the diversity of the tests and 819 

patients. Despite the obvious diversity of the tests (Table 2), they give the same 820 

equivalent eccentricity. The patients have diverse lesions, all accidental, which might be 821 

expected to produce diverse effects on different tests, too complicated to capture with any 822 

single parameter, yet equivalent eccentricity is enough. For any given patient, observer 823 

PMS viewing at a single eccentricity predicts the patient’s central performance of every 824 

complex-display test.  825 

3. Conservation, across tests, of crowding distance. In normal eccentric vision, 826 

crowding distance is conserved across objects at each eccentricity (Pelli & Tillman, 827 

2008). We have shown that one number, the apperceptive agnosia patient’s equivalent 828 

eccentricity, is enough to specify the patient’s ability to identify each of the ten diverse 829 

complex visual objects tested. Thus, across objects, each agnosia patient’s conservation 830 

of equivalent eccentricity implies that they also conserve crowding distance.  831 

4. Conservation, from patients to eccentricity, of test susceptibility. Whether assessed 832 

across various degrees of agnosia or eccentricity, we find the same relative susceptibility 833 

of recognition of the ten objects for which we have data (Fig.7). If foveal agnosic vision 834 

is like eccentric vision, then one would expect this conservation of susceptibility. 835 

Alternatively, if agnosia and eccentricity limit vision in different ways then we would 836 

expect the diverse test objects to have different patterns of relative sensitivity for agnosia 837 

and eccentricity, contrary to what we found. 838 

5. Crowding is not tightly linked to acuity. Peripheral identification of a complex 839 

display is usually crowding-limited, and thus independent of acuity. The complex 840 

displays used here to estimate equivalent eccentricity all use objects much bigger than the 841 

acuity size. Song, Levi, and Pelli (2014) report that anisometropic amblyopia patients 842 

have poor acuity and normal crowding, while our data suggest that another clinical 843 

condition (apperceptive agnosia) seems to greatly worsen crowding while sparing acuity. 844 

Combining their results with ours, Song et al. (2014) report a psychophysical double 845 
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dissociation of acuity and crowding. We welcome further studies on these clinical 846 

populations to assess the suggested double dissociation and its neural correlates. 847 

 848 

Crowding and apperceptive agnosia 849 

We have shown that each apperceptive agnosia patient’s ability to identify diverse 850 

complex visual objects may be specified by one number, his or her equivalent 851 

eccentricity. This conservation of equivalent eccentricity, in each apperceptive agnosia 852 

patient, implies conservation of crowding distance  853 

Crowding-like behavior in agnosia: Text. When identification of cluttered or multi-854 

part objects is impaired because of crowding, recognition can be restored by increasing 855 

the object size, increasing the spacing between the parts, or isolating the target part from 856 

the surrounding elements (Whitney & Levi, 2011; Levi, 2008; Martelli et al., 2005; Pelli 857 

et al., 2004). Crutch and Warrington (2007; 2009) reported two patients affected by 858 

posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) whose ability to recognize a central letter improved 859 

when the flanking distracters were farther away. In the case of a word, scaling the size of 860 

the text increases the letter spacing: This scaling reduces crowding and restores 861 

recognition. Similarly, HJA’s “reading is restricted to newspaper headlines or large print 862 

books” (Humphreys & Riddoch, 1987, p. 29). Buxbaum, Glosser, and Coslett (1999) 863 

report that “although W.B.’s visual acuity of 20/40 is adequate … he thought letter 864 

recognition to be less difficult with large stimuli”.  865 

Crowding-like behavior in agnosia: Faces. In the normal periphery, a facial feature is 866 

hard to identify when crowded by the other features, and isolating a part by removing the 867 

rest of the face or spreading the facial features apart restores recognition (Martelli et al., 868 

2005). Similarly, HJA was much better at recognizing a facial feature presented alone 869 

than when presented in a face (Boutsen & Humphreys, 2002). HJA’s performance is 870 

unlike the well-known foveal face superiority effect (Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Tanaka & 871 

Sengco, 1997) and similar to the face inferiority effect due to crowding found in the 872 

normal periphery (Mäkelä, Näsänen, Rovamo, and Melmoth, 2001; Martelli et al., 2005). 873 

We imagine that an agnosia patient might occasionally see better by using his or her hand 874 

as a reduction tube to isolate a simple recognizable part of a face or street sign. 875 

 876 
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 877 

A glance at the neural substrates of crowding and apperceptive agnosia 878 

 Apperceptive agnosia may represent a defect in the ventral stream (Goodale et al., 879 

1991; Goodale and Milner 1992), and is usually associated with either a bilateral or a 880 

right-unilateral occipito-temporal lesion that spares striate cortex and parietal areas 881 

(Humphreys, 1999). More recently it has been reported that a lesion in the left 882 

hemisphere near the VWFA (visual word form area) may lead to severe alexia and a mild 883 

prosopagnosia and, conversely, a lesion in the right hemisphere near the FFA (fusiform 884 

face area) may lead to prosopagnosia and a mild alexia (Behrmann & Plaut, 2014). Thus, 885 

object recognition deficits seem to be associated with distributed cortical networks 886 

(Berhmann & Plaut, 2013). Consistent with this view, recent fMRI studies found that a 887 

neural analog of visual crowding seems to be associated with a widespread network that 888 

involves all the early visual areas including the VWFA (Freeman, Donner, & Heeger, 889 

2011; Anderson et al., 2012; Millin et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014). Lesions may 890 

compromise this network in agnosia. In their study of crowding in 26 PCA patients, Yong 891 

et al. (2014) report a correlation between crowding and grey matter volume within the 892 

right collateral sulcus, between the fusiform and lingual gyri. Thus, crowding in the 893 

central vision of the agnosic patients may reflect limited plasticity in recovering from 894 

neural loss of the ventral stream, i.e. insufficient recruitment of other neurons to entirely 895 

make up for the loss. Our results speak only to the psychophysical behavior of agnosic 896 

and peripheral vision. Other studies are needed to identify the neural correlates. Even so, 897 

linking apperceptive agnosia and crowding as perceptual phenomena facilitates 898 

consideration of the computation underlying object recognition. 899 

 900 

Conservation of number of neurons 901 

Crowding field is the area enclosed by the crowding distance in every direction (also 902 

known as “combining field” and “integration field”, among other names). As eccentricity 903 

increases, the crowding distance (in deg at visual field) grows proportionally and the 904 

cortical magnification factor (mm/deg) drops inversely, so that their product, the 905 

crowding distance in mm at the cortex, is constant, independent of eccentricity, in all the 906 

cortical areas with logarithmic retinotopy: V1, V2, V3, V4/V8, LO1, and LO2 (Motter, 907 
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2007; Pelli, 2008). This implies a fixed cortical area within a crowding distance, i.e. 908 

crowding area is conserved across eccentricity. Since neural density (neurons per mm2 of 909 

cortical surface) is conserved across (normal) individuals, conservation of crowding area 910 

implies conservation of the number of cortical neurons in the crowding area (Rockel, 911 

Hiorns, & Powell, 1980;  Braitenberg & Schüz, 1988; Pelli, 2008). Neural density is 0.12 912 

1012 mm2 in most of the cortex and 0.31 1012 mm2 in V1 (Rockel et al., 1980). The 913 

cortical magnification scalar β varies slightly among visual areas (Larsson & Heeger, 914 

2006). Thus the V1 crowding area of 2 × 12 mm2 contains 7.4 mm2 neurons, and the V2 915 

(and V3 and hV4) crowding area of 1.6 × 10 mm2 contains 1.9 1012 neurons. (Relative to 916 

V2, the estimated area and count are 40% lower for LO1 and 40% higher for LO2.)  917 

The site of crowding is still unknown. Neurophysiology indicates that crowding may 918 

occur between V1 and V4/V8 (Freeman and Simoncelli, 2011; Freeman, Donner, & 919 

Heeger, 2011; Anderson et al., 2012; Millin et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014; Harrison and 920 

Bex, 2015), and the conservation across eccentricity of the radial crowding distance in 921 

the logarithmically mapped areas makes V1, V2, V3, hV4, LO1, and LO2 likely 922 

candidates. All these areas conserve the number of neurons per crowding field across 923 

eccentricity. Let us suppose, for a moment, that one of these cortical areas is crowding-924 

relevant, i.e. the site of crowding. 925 

Across normal individuals, Vernier acuity is highly correlated with the cortical 926 

magnification factor in V1, and the threshold Vernier offset corresponds to a fixed 927 

distance in mm on the surface of V1 (Levi et al., 1985; Duncan & Boynton, 2003). Since 928 

acuity size and crowding distance both seem to be linked to cortical magnification, the 929 

Song et al. (2014) evidence for double dissociation of crowding and acuity suggests that 930 

acuity and crowding are linked to different areas. Acuity is tightly linked to V1, so 931 

crowding cannot be, but may be tightly linked to another cortical area. 932 

Knowing that in normal vision there is a fixed number of neurons in a crowding field, 933 

independent of eccentricity, and that agnosic vision is like eccentric vision, we 934 

hypothesize that in agnosia as well, there is the same fixed number of neurons in a 935 

crowding field. We suppose that radial crowding distance, whether in agnosia after brain 936 

damage or in peripheral vision after normal development, is determined solely by the 937 

number of available neurons per square degree in the in the crowding-relevant cortical 938 
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area, e.g. hV4, at the tested eccentricity. Confining ourselves to the crowding-relevant 939 

cortical area, once given the number of cortical neurons that fit in the area of a crowding 940 

field, then the neural density (per deg2) determines the extent of crowding. This neural 941 

density may be reduced by lower cortical magnification (in the periphery), take over by 942 

the other eye (in strabismic amblyopia), or cell death (in agnosia). This neural-density 943 

hypothesis would account for the known dependence of radial crowding distance on 944 

eccentricity and explain the new observation that loss of neurons in agnosia results in 945 

central vision that is like peripheral vision, limited by crowding. Note that this neural-946 

density hypothesis merely extends the known conservation of number of neurons per 947 

crowding field (in the crowding-relevant cortical area) from normal to agnosic vision. 948 

 949 

Crowding and object-category-specific deficits in visual agnosia 950 

Though rare, visual agnosia has been studied with great interest for over a century in 951 

order to elucidate the basic mechanisms of object recognition. Part of the debate has 952 

focused on whether agnosia may occur as a domain-specific deficit, impairing some 953 

kinds of objects and tasks, while sparing others.  954 

Neuropsychological studies of brain-damaged patients have found selective deficits 955 

for words (pure alexia), objects (pure visual object agnosia), and faces (prosopagnosia) 956 

(Farah 2004). However, when the deficit is selective, it usually turns out to be 957 

associative—not apperceptive—agnosia (Farah, 2004).  958 

Conversely, patients with a pure apperceptive deficit are usually broadly impaired in 959 

the recognition of many categories of stimuli, not just one specific category. For instance, 960 

patients with pure alexia (cannot read words) are also impaired with digits and in 961 

discriminating black-and-white checkerboards (Starrfelt, Habekost & Leff, 2009; 962 

Mycroft, Behrmann & Kay, 2009). Patients with apperceptive object agnosia following a 963 

unilateral or bilateral lesion in the lateral occipital complex (LOC) seem to also be 964 

impaired with several kinds of stimuli (James et al., 2001; Ptak et al., 2014). Patients with 965 

apperceptive prosopagnosia may have trouble identifying other visually similar items like 966 

“Greebles” (Gauthier and Tarr, 1997). Gauthier, Behrmann, and Tarr (1999) suggested 967 

that object recognition tasks may be distributed in a multidimensional space defined by at 968 

least three relevant factors: expertise, categorization level, and stimulus class 969 
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membership. Previous attempts to equate task difficulty were based on accuracy of 970 

normal observers. Gauthier et al. (1999) measured each prosopagnosia patient’s 971 

sensitivity and reaction time as a function of manipulations of the three factors. The 972 

authors found that prosopagnosia patients show a highly selective deficit for faces when 973 

performance is measured in terms of accuracy, but for non-face objects with increased 974 

categorization level (from subordinate to basic to exemplar) they have disproportionately 975 

lower sensitivity and higher reaction times. Similarly, in psychophysical testing, Starrfelt 976 

at al. (2010) found that the deficit of a patient with pure alexia (NN) was not restricted to 977 

letters, and NN’s central vision was like NN’s peripheral vision. In the authors’ words, 978 

this “could point to a form of foveal amblyopia, where shape perception is 979 

disproportionally impaired in the centre of the visual field.” (Starrfelt, Habekost, & 980 

Gerlach, 2010, page 253). 981 

In short, the selectivity of the agnosic deficit has been debated, and part of the 982 

variation in performance across object categories may reflect task difficulty (but see also 983 

Riddoch et al. 2008 for a counterargument). 984 

The absence of pure cases does not exclude the existence of domain-specific areas 985 

serving each category (Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Edelman, 986 

Itzchak & Malach, 1998; Murtha, Chertkow, Beauregard & Evans, 1999; Kourtzi & 987 

Kanwisher, 2000a; Doniger, Foxe, Murray, Higgins, Snodgrass & Schroeder, 2000; Grill-988 

Spector et al., 2001 Andrews et al., 2010; Woohead et al., 2011). The presence of a 989 

category-selective module does not guarantee that pure deficits will occur in the clinical 990 

population. One possible reason for the dearth of pure cases is that lesions in these 991 

patients are seldom narrow enough to knock out just one category. It is also possible that 992 

each domain-specific area recruits a wider network in the occipito-temporal cortex, and 993 

the domain-specific networks overlap somewhat (Behrmann & Plaut, 2013).  994 

The evidence for brain modules specific to particular kinds of object led us to expect 995 

that each patient would have diverse equivalent eccentricities, reflecting the kind of 996 

object most impaired by the lesion. Instead we find that each patient’s equivalent 997 

eccentricity is conserved across objects. It is remarkable that the plastic changes in 998 

recovery from brain damage converge on visual crowding that is so similar, across all 999 
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complex image tasks, to normal peripheral retina. Perhaps each eye’s crowding distance 1000 

is wholly determined by neural density in the crowding-relevant cortical area. 1001 

 1002 

Agnosic is like eccentric vision 1003 

In general, the effect of crowding is strongly task- and stimulus-dependent. Here we 1004 

showed that various tasks yield very different slopes of accuracy vs. eccentricity: from a 1005 

mere -0.005 for two-letter identification to a whopping -0.1 for the similar-flanker 1006 

condition. Converting a patient’s accuracy to equivalent eccentricity accounts for the way 1007 

that crowding depends on task and stimulus. Similarly, the relative susceptibility of 1008 

recognition of diverse objects to various eccentricities is conserved for various agnosias. 1009 

 1010 

 1011 

1012 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 1013 

 1014 

Conservation of each patient’s equivalent eccentricity. We find that each apperceptive 1015 

agnosia patient’s ability to identify diverse complex visual objects is specified by one 1016 

number, his or her equivalent eccentricity. That is the eccentricity at which a standard 1017 

observer’s peripheral vision is as poor as the patient’s central vision for that task. The 1018 

conservation of equivalent eccentricity across tasks indicates that the recognition deficit 1019 

in apperceptive agnosia is like visual crowding.  1020 

Our crowding hypothesis provides a one-parameter account of apperceptive agnosia 1021 

that predicts performance of all the complex-object recognition tests. This enables 1022 

succinct description of a phenomenon that historically has relied heavily on case studies 1023 

of individual patients. The published patients included here have brain lesions of various 1024 

sizes and locations, yet all conform to the equivalent-eccentricity model. To the extent 1025 

that the findings reported here, based on 46 patients from 24 papers, are representative of 1026 

all patients with apperceptive agnosia, it may be helpful to routinely convert raw test 1027 

performance scores to equivalent eccentricities. Our crowding conjecture predicts 1028 

conservation of equivalent eccentricity: Each patient’s equivalent eccentricity will be 1029 

consistent across all complex-image tests. Table 2 provides a formula and parameter 1030 

values to compute equivalent eccentricity from the performance score on 14 popular 1031 

tests. Eccentricity-dependence varies hugely across tasks (Table 2) and very little across 1032 

normally-sighted individuals.  1033 

Conservation of each test’s susceptibility. Relative susceptibility of recognition in ten 1034 

diverse visual tasks is conserved from testing with various eccentricities to testing with 1035 

various agnosias. This recommends tabulating susceptibility, as in Table 2. We welcome 1036 

extensions of this table to include more tests. 1037 

Clinical recommendation. Thus, it may be helpful to explicitly test for crowding when 1038 

characterizing the vision of agnosic patients. We recommend the Cambridge Crowding 1039 

Cards (Atkinson et al., 1986; 1988), the Glasgow Acuity Cards (McGraw & Winn, 1993; 1040 

sold by Keeler as the LogMAR Crowding Test), and the Pelli Clinical Test for Visual 1041 

Crowding (Pelli et al., 2016), which are all designed to measure foveal crowding. 1042 

However, any sensitive complex-display (with a high slope in Table 2) will do. We hope 1043 
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it will prove useful to routinely convert raw test scores with complex displays to 1044 

equivalent eccentricity, to facilitate comparisons across tests and patients. 1045 

Neural density. Finally, the neural-density hypothesis provides a parsimonious 1046 

account of the surprising finding that agnosic is like eccentric vision. Perhaps both are 1047 

limited by crowding and radial crowding distance is determined by neural density (per 1048 

deg2) in the crowding-relevant cortical area. 1049 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 1428 

 1429 

Figure 1. What they say. Compare central agnosic vision to your own peripheral vision. 1430 

The drawings on the right (Snodgrass and Vanderwart, 1980) are often presented to 1431 

patients to test for visual agnosia. Each drawing appears to the right of the word response 1432 

that it elicited from an agnosic patient (“ladle” and “necklace” from HJA in Humphreys 1433 

and Riddoch, 1987, and “bag” from SM in Behrman and Kimchi, 2003). To experience 1434 

something like agnosic vision, please fixate each word, and, without moving your eyes, 1435 

try to identify the object in your right peripheral field. You may find yourself agreeing 1436 

with the patients. 1437 

 1438 

Figure 2. What they draw. Each row presents the standard Rey (1941) Complex Figure 1439 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rey%E2%80%93Osterrieth_complex_figure) on the left 1440 

and a hand-drawn copy on the right. The A. copy was made by an apperceptive agnosic 1441 

patient with unrestricted viewing (Lê et al., 2002). The B. copy was made by normal 1442 

observer PMS, who was instructed to fixate on the mark (replaced here by the letter B), 1443 

and never look away, while copying the original in his left periphery to the blank page in 1444 

his right periphery. Please note, first, that both copies, viewed directly, seem poor, with 1445 

many obvious errors. According to Caffarra et al. (2002) both copies are abnormal falling 1446 

within the lowest 5% (A. copy raw score 26, corrected for age and schooling years 23.5; 1447 

B. copy raw score 20, corrected 19.5). Then try to see them as the participants did, by 1448 

fixating on the letter A or B. This simulates the vision of the agnosic observer in A, and 1449 

replicates what the normal observer did in B. When the copies are viewed peripherally, 1450 

we find that they are remarkably good. All figures were hidden during rest breaks. The 1451 

agnosic copy in row A is from Lê et al. (2002). The normal-periphery copy in row B 1452 

appeared previously, with our permission, in Pelli and Tillman (2008). 1453 

 1454 

Figure 3. Copying. A copy of the standard Rey Complex Figure made by a patient with 1455 

constructive apraxia (Loring et al., 1990). The copy is extremely poor with a raw score of 1456 

7.5 (corrected score for age and schooling years 6; Caffarra et al., 2002). It is very 1457 

different from the agnosic and peripheral copies in Fig. 2. From Loring et al. (1990). 1458 
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 1459 

Figure 4. Flowchart of the patient selection process. In the chart, MAR (minimum 1460 

angle of resolution) indicates the angle (in minarc) which the strokes of the letter subtend 1461 

at the person’s eye.  1462 

 1463 

Figure 5. Raw performance of the eccentrically-viewing normal observer (a) and the 1464 

patients (b). (a) Performance by normal observer PMS of each test as a function of 1465 

eccentricity. Performance p is proportion correct on each test except acuity and the Rey 1466 

figure copy, for which we plot an acuity index pacuity (dashed line) and a copy index (solid 1467 

black line). (b) Published proportion correct (or acuity index) of each patient (or group) 1468 

for each test. There are 32 individual patients and one group. The group consists of 1469 

fourteen Posterior Cortical Atrophy patients (Mendez et al., 2007). The horizontal scale 1470 

lists each study’s first author and year of publication, sorted by mean performance on 1471 

complex-display tasks. For each patient (or group), the grey ellipse indicates the 95% 1472 

confidence interval for the mean across the complex-display tasks.  1473 

 1474 

Figure 6. Each patient has a consistent equivalent eccentricity, across all complex-1475 

display tests. For each patient, the figure presents the equivalent eccentricity for each test 1476 

score for every eccentricity-dependent test. Overall, there are 32 individual patients and a 1477 

group of fourteen PCA patients, described in 24 papers. For 10 individual patients and the 1478 

PCA group (Mendez et al. 2007) we have performance on multiple complex displays; this 1479 

is indicated by the presence of more than one symbol in a column and a gray ellipse, 1480 

whose vertical extent indicates the 95% confidence interval across tests. The various 1481 

space-filling symbols are for complex-display tasks. The horizontal-line symbols are for 1482 

acuity, which is a simple-display task. 1483 

 1484 
Figure 7. Susceptibility to agnosia vs. susceptibility to eccentricity. These are the ten 1485 

tests for which we have both eccentric and agnosic patients’ data. Each test is represented 1486 

by a point in the scatter diagram of susceptibility to agnosia sa vs. susceptibility to 1487 

eccentricity ϕs . Susceptibility to eccentricity was computed solely from the performance 1488 

of the normal observer viewing at many eccentricities. Except for an overall scale factor, 1489 
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susceptibility to agnosia was computed solely from the performance of the many agnosic 1490 

patients using central vision. The points are near the equality line, showing relative 1491 

susceptibility of the tests is similar, whether we look across diverse agnosias or 1492 

eccentricities. On these log scales, the correlation is 0.97, and the RMS deviation from 1493 

equality is ( ) 5.02 /log >< ϕssa  = 0.12. Once again, the effect of agnosia on object 1494 

recognition is like the effect of eccentricity. 1495 

 1496 
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Case  Sex Age Lesion   Etiology Eq. ecc.  
Behrmann et al. (1994) C.K. M 33 unknown  motor vehicle accident 32  
Behrmann & Kimchi (2003) S.M. M 22 right anterior and posterior temporal regions, corpus 

callosum and left ganglia 
 head injury 18  

Behrmann & Williams (2007) C.R. M 16 right temporal lobe lesion and microabcesses of the 
right temporal and medial occipital lobe 

 right temporal brain abscess 10  

Buxbaum et al. (1999) W.B. M 47 unknown  large bilateral posterior 
intraparenchymal hemorrhage 

10  

Boucart et al. (2010) W.S. F 57 bilateral atrophy of the parieto-occipital lobes  posterior cortical atrophy 21  
Crutch & Warrington (2007) P1 F 74 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 20  
Crutch & Warrington (2007) P2 F 58 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 19  
Crutch & Warrington (2009) C.R.O. N/A 59 mild loss of cerebral cortical volume, no focal lesion  posterior cortical atrophy 11  

Crutch & Warrington (2009)  S.C.I. N/A 70 posterior cortical atrophy in the occipitoparietal 
cortex 

 posterior cortical atrophy 12  

Delvenne et al. (2004) N.S. M 40 bilateral occipito-temporal junction and left parietal 
and frontal sites 

 car accident 14  

Fery & Morais (2003) D.J. M 59 left occipital lesion  left posterior cerebral artery stroke 20  

Foulsham et al. (2009) C.H. F 63 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy  32  
Funnell & Wilding (2011) S.R. F   9 bilateral attenuation in the temporal regions primarily 

right 
 encephalitis 12  

Gilaie-Dotan et al. (2009) L.G. M 19 unknown  developmental object agnosia and 
prosopagnosia 

8  

Giovagnoli et al. (2009) R.M. F 64 unknown  slowly progressive visual agnosia 20  

Hildebrandt et al. (2004) A.M. M 46 unknown  heart arrest 21  
Hiraoka et al. (2009)  F 74 right occipital, right half of the splenium of the 

corpus callosum extending forward  to the pulvinar 
 posterior cerebral artery stroke 12  

Joubert et al. (2003) F.G. M 71 unknown  slowly progressive visual agnosia 20  

Karnath et al. (2009) J.S. M 74 bilateral medial ventral occipitotemporal cortex  ischemic stroke 40  

Kiper et al. (2002) F.J. M 18 bilateral symmetric occipital hypodensities  hemophilus influenzae 18  
Kiper et al. (2002) M.S. F   7 right occipital and no left occipital cortex  bacterial meningitis 10  
Lehmann et al. (2011) P1 M 69 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 25  
Lehmann et al. (2011) P3 F 64 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 32  
Lehmann et al. (2011) P4 M 49 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 30  
Lehmann et al. (2011) P11 F 63 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 16  
Lehmann et al. (2011) P14 M 60 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 32  

Lehmann et al. (2011) P15 F 70 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 30  

Lehmann et al. (2011) P18 F 51 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 11  

Leek et al. (2012) I.E.S. M 78 bilateral ventral-occipital, left lingual gyrus, the 
fusiform gyrus bilaterally  

 posterior cerebral artery stroke 28  

Mannan et al. (2009) S.F. F 52 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 38  
Metitieri et al. (2013) L. M 12 MR high intensity signal in the left parietooccipital 

and calcarine sulci with atrophy of the occipital lobe 
 lethargy, hypotony, and 

convulsions 
30  

Riddoch & Humphreys (1987) H.J.A. M 61 bilateral inferior temporal gyrus, lateral 
occipitotemporal gyrus, the fusiform gyrus and the 
lingual gyrus 

 posterior cerebral artery stroke 
perioperatively 

20  

Mendez et al. (2007) fourteen PCA 
patients 

M&F 53-72 unknown  posterior cortical atrophy 4  

 Table 1. The 32 individual patients and the group of fourteen Posterior Cortical Atrophy (PCA) 
patients taken from the literature, as explained in Methods: Participants. For each patient (and the 
PCA group) the equivalent eccentricity column specifies the patient’s (or group’s) mean 
equivalent eccentricity for complex displays in Fig. 5.  
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Symbol Test Slope m (deg-1) Stimulus 

 Similar Flanker -0.100  

 VOSP cube -0.060  

 BORB double objects -0.059  

 BORB triple letters -0.030  

 BORB triple shapes -0.025  

 BORB single object -0.025  

 Dissimilar flanker -0.022  

 Boston Naming Test -0.022  

 Snodgrass & Vanderwart -0.020   

 VOSP incomplete letter -0.020  

 BORB double letters -0.005  

 VOSP visual detection -0.000  

 BORB single shape -0.000  

 BORB single letter -0.000  

 Acuity -0.029  
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Table 2. Equivalent eccentricity conversion. The target in the complex-display (colored 

symbols) and simple-display tasks (open symbols) is big enough to not be limited by 

acuity. The complex (colored symbols) displays are limited by crowding, which is 

eccentricity dependent. The acuity test (line symbol) is limited by acuity, which is also 

eccentricity dependent. The simple-display tests (open symbols) are not affected by 

crowding or acuity limits and are independent of eccentricity. For each test, the table 

provides the slope m of the regression line  

p = 1 + mφ          (7) 

describing how the standard observer’s performance p drops with eccentricity φ in deg, 

where m is the slope in deg-1. For each task, the performance p is measured proportion 

correct, except for the acuity index pacuity (Eq. 5). Solving Eq. 7 for the equivalent 

eccentricity yields the conversion formula   

,         (8) 

using the value of m corresponding to the task for which p was measured. (For acuity, Eq. 

8 is equivalent to Eq. 4.) 
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